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efecto

ARTICLE 
PREREADING & 
PRESENTATION

Keränen, J., Terho, H., Saurama, 
A. (2021). “Three ways to sell 
value in B2B Markets”

• What did you learn by reading 
the article?

• Discuss the article with the 
person next to you for a few 
minutes

• Prepare to share your 
thoughts



efectoSYSTEMATIC DIFFERENTIATION BY EXPANDING INTO 
CUSTOMER SPACE BY (SERVICE) INNOVATION

PRODUCT

SOLUTION

PERFORMANCE

JOINT VALUE 
INNOVATION

• Consulting & 
operational
services, 
outsourcing

• Focus on 
customer
business 
performance

• Mutual dependency
• Focus on ecosystem

performance & 
competitiveness by joint
innovation.

• Selling availability
& match with 
customer needs

• Best solution

• Selling features & 
functionality

• Having best
product



efecto
SALES PROCESS & ACTIVITIES & TOOLS



efecto

COMMITMENTPRESSURE TO 
CHANGE SOLUTION VISION SEARCH

VALUE: Activities to influence customer incentive, vision, search and decision

CONTROL: Activities to align and control joint progress

RELATIONSHIP: Activities to identify, contact, and develop key stakeholder relationships

DECISIONCOMMUNICATE DEFINE PREFERENCESELECT

THREE CATEGORIES OF INFLUENCING ACTIVITIES



efecto SALES TASKS, TOOLS, AND SKILLS

Customer 
buying process 

phase

Outcome

Sales ToolsSales Skills SALES TASK
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efecto PLANNING & INFLUENCING TOOLS
The next few pages describe tools for building and managing key person relationships, 
communicating value, and controlling the buyer-seller process. In your team, explore the
tools in one of the tool categories:

1. Building relationships
2. Influencing by value
3. Controlling, evaluating, and planning sales actions

Each group reviews the tools in one category (20mins), and prepares to quickly review
the tools (5mins)

1. What is the purpose of the tool?
2. In your opinion, what are the strengths and weaknesses of the tool?

EXERCISE



efecto

ENGAGE WITH VALUE:

Relationship process



efecto RELATIONSHIP PROCESS



efecto RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
The following pages illustrate a number of relationship building tools. These tools help the relationship development process at
different stages, and illustrate what is considered important at the different stages of the relationship process.

CUSTOMER RECEPTIVITY

The customer receptivity 2x2 matrix is a tool to assess how the potential customer 
would evaluate ourselves from two perspectives: how 1) critical the customer perceives 
we are for their success, and 2) how easy it would be to replace us. Clearly, our 
changes for success are much higher with customer’s which treat us as strategic 
partners rather than commodity suppliers.

KEY PERSON PROFILE 

Each key person in customer organization has different characteristics, “attributes”, 
which make then more or less ideal ”channels” into customer organization.

One of the key attributes of a key person is her/his receptivity for change. The 2x2 
receptivity matrix provides a tool to classify key persons.

The purpose of the key player profile is to evaluate the key characteristics of a key 
person (with the champion qualification worksheet) to help us planning who and how to 
proceed with

CHAMPION QUALIFICATION 
WORKSHEET

The champion qualification worksheet evaluates a key person against the key player 
attributes.

CHAMPION LETTER

Once we have had a business conversation to explore and conclude about cooperation 
and value creation potential between our organizations, a powerful tool to document 
and engage the key person is the “champion letter”, which is an email in a pre-specified 
format.

The first hand purpose of the champion letter is to document essentials of the 
conversation to ensure mutual understanding, but the letter also supports a multiple 
other important functions.

RELATIONSHIP MAP The relationship map is a summary sheet of all relevant key persons in a customer 
organizations.



efecto CUSTOMER RECEPTIVITY

Supplier’s product are critically
important, but relatively easy to 

replace.

Customer target is process
optimization.

ROUTINE

Supplier’s products and services
are both critically important and 

difficult to replace.

Customer target is deep
strategic relationship

STRATEGIC

Supplier’s products are not
critical, but difficult to replace.

Customer goal is to ensure
availability and to seek

alternatives

Supplier’s products are non-
important and easy to replace. 

Customer target is to leverage
buying power for best price

COMMODITY BOTTLENECK

DISCUSSION In which category would you like to be in, and how do you get there?



efectoKEY PERSON PROFILE

CHAMPION

Influence

Personal 
goal

Receptivity
Growth, Trouble, 

Indifferent, 
Overconfident

Relationship 
to us

People buy, not companies. The single most 
important sales task is to build relationship to 
those people that matter. These attributes 
characterize key persons:

Influence
• Is anybody interested in this person’s opinions?
• How is her career development?
• How is her treated in group situations?
• When was she appointed in her current 

position?

Personal goal
• What are this person’s personal goals?
• How would buying help this person to achieve 

her goals?

Receptivity
• What is the mindset of the key person toward 

change?

Relationship to us?
• Why would she buy from us?
• Is her on our side or on the enemy’s side?
• How do we know?

”Our goal is to identify the key people, their 
influence on decision making and build 
relationship to these people by helping 
them to achieve their goals”.



efectoKEY PERSON RECEPTIVITY (IN KEY PERSON 
PROFILE)

Adapted from Miller-Heiman ”Strategic Selling”

Personal goal is much higher 
than current performance, 

ambitious and open for 
improvement

GROWTH

Has identified problems in the 
current situation that require 

attention

TROUBLE

”Everything’s under control”Does not care, ”don’t rock the 
boat”

INDIFFERENT OVERCONFIDENT



efecto KEY PLAYER PROFILES



efecto RELATIONSHIP MAP

NAME ROLE GOALS & CHALLENGES PRIMARY CONTACT



efecto CHAMPION QUALIFICATION WORKSHEET

CRITERIA DESCRIPTION YES/NO

Compelling goal Has compelling goal. Actively driving change

Influence Knowledgeable about the company, influential within the 
organization

Aligned vision Solution vision (which implement the goal) that is aligned
with our solution offering

Relationship and 
receptivity

Positive, trusting relationship with us, willing to share their 
goals and challenges, provides valuable information. Helps us 
getting in contact with other key players

ASSIGNMENT



efecto CHAMPION LETTER
CRITERIA EXAMPLE TEXT

“Thank you for the meeting on 2nd of October. I this message I summarise my 
understanding your objectives, business concerns, plans, and our agreed next steps.”

CUSTOMER 
GOAL

“I understood that your two short-term goals are to reduce machine downtime and 
reduce energy consumption”

CUSTOMER 
CHALLENGES

“I understood that the key reasons for downtime and excessive energy cost are too 
frequent and too long process shutdowns and the energy consuming quality 
fluctuations caused by outdated technology”

SOLUTION 
VISION & 
VALUE

“A potential solution combines on-site spares for the critical consumables and 
organising predictive maintenance.

As discussed, a recent analysis indicates that the machine uptime could be increased 
by 1% by having quick access to critical spare parts on-site. We estimate that this 
solution could improve profit by approximately 0,25 million euros a year. Additionally, 
predictive maintenance is anticipated to reduce the energy cost by six million euros 
annually. As discussed, our recent modernisation projects have successfully 
addressed these issues.”

NEXT STEPS

“If you agree that I have correctly understood your situation and that the suggested 
solution warrants further investigation, I would like to suggest as the next step that 
our specialists interview your mill manager and maintenance manager to refine the 
analysis and agree on a proof-of-concept study.”

Best regards
Tom Waits



efecto PAIR DISCUSSION

We have now explored different sales tools for developing key people 
relationships in customer organization.

• What are your thoughts of these tools? Useful, less useful?

Discuss this question with a person next to you for 5 minutes, and 
prepare to share your thoughts with the rest of the group.



efecto

ENGAGE WITH VALUE:

The “value” process



efecto

COMMITMENTPRESSURE TO 
CHANGE SOLUTION VISION SEARCH

DECISIONCOMMUNICATE DEFINE PREFERENCESELECT

INFLUENCING TOOLS



efecto



efecto 6 – QUANTIFY VALUECASE
VALMET CARTOON 
PRODUCTION LINE

1 2

3



efecto PAIR DISCUSSION

We have now explored different sales tools for developing customer 
value perception.

• What are your thoughts of these tools? Useful, less useful?

Discuss this question with a person next to you for 5 minutes, and 
prepare to share your thoughts with the rest of the group.



efecto

ENGAGE WITH VALUE:

The “control” process



efectoSALES PROCESS CONTROL TOOLS WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET

The following pages illustrate a number of tool and templates for controlling and managing the key person interaction

CHAMPION LETTER
Directly after a business meeting the seller needs to write an email to summarize the 
conversation in a pre-specified format. The champion letter helps controlling the sales 
process with a key person by asking for the key persons commitment

ACTIVITY PLAN
Once an agreement about a solution vision is achieved, the rest of the sales process 
focuses on the implementation, roles, responsibilities, risks, and pricing. The activity 
plan is a tool to agree on milestones for the rest of the sales process, including joint 
workshops, piloting, planning, reference visits, and similar activities.

CLOSING CHECKLIST The closing checklist is a seller tool to make sure everything relevant has been done 
prior to asking for the business.



efecto CHAMPION LETTER
CRITERIA EXAMPLE TEXT

“Thank you for the meeting on 2nd of October. I this message I summarise my 
understanding your objectives, business concerns, plans, and our agreed next steps.”

CUSTOMER 
GOAL

“I understood that your two short-term goals are to reduce machine downtime and 
reduce energy consumption”

CUSTOMER 
CHALLENGES

“I understood that the key reasons for downtime and excessive energy cost are too 
frequent and too long process shutdowns and the energy consuming quality 
fluctuations caused by outdated technology”

SOLUTION 
VISION & 
VALUE

“A potential solution combines on-site spares for the critical consumables and 
organising predictive maintenance.

As discussed, a recent analysis indicates that the machine uptime could be increased 
by 1% by having quick access to critical spare parts on-site. We estimate that this 
solution could improve profit by approximately 0,25 million euros a year. Additionally, 
predictive maintenance is anticipated to reduce the energy cost by six million euros 
annually. As discussed, our recent modernisation projects have successfully 
addressed these issues.”

NEXT STEPS

“If you agree that I have correctly understood your situation and that the suggested 
solution warrants further investigation, I would like to suggest as the next step that 
our specialists interview your mill manager and maintenance manager to refine the 
analysis and agree on a proof-of-concept study.”

Best regards
Tom Waits



efecto ACTIVITY PLAN



efecto CLOSING CHECKLIST



efecto PAIR DISCUSSION

We have now explored different sales tools for planning and managing 
the interactions between buying and selling organizations.

• What are your thoughts of these tools? Useful, less useful?

Discuss this question with a person next to you for 5 minutes, and 
prepare to share your thoughts with the rest of the group.



efecto

COMMITMENTPRESSURE TO 
CHANGE SOLUTION VISION SEARCH

VALUE: Activities to influence customer incentive, vision, search and decision

CONTROL: Activities to align and control joint progress

RELATIONSHIP: Activities to identify, contact, and develop key stakeholder relationships

DECISIONCOMMUNICATE DEFINE PREFERENCESELECT

THREE CATEGORIES OF INFLUENCING ACTIVITIES



efecto SALES TASKS, TOOLS, AND SKILLS

Customer 
buying process 

phase

Outcome

Sales ToolsSales Skills SALES TASK


